Hey Billy, my name is you probably know as John Horse (writer, the morning star)

I don't know if you hear the voice, but I've been in it. In need to know if you don't take it seriously you will die.

Life comes from growth. Is it without growth you would sit in limbs of desolate. You cannot have stable growth without balance of a foundation which ultimately is for moving straight forward in your desire and becoming that through actions and trust. Your desire will need to be but when your heart might be coveted between human love is taken, it's better to be much better and will find your work and then sell for
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Please don't get it mistaken, God is a valuable idea, yes, but most of this is down for the growth of independence.

Now 22 years ago Evelyn wanted me to go to earth and reform my, sort of and separate the humans and give the strangest to independence.

She wanted me to pick a team, make and support which I chose you and my desirousness. So we had to both be born with memory block to prove that anyone can do it if they try.

You have always had a list for vanity, I know you and I know you don't feel like people are capable of being real, well, so do I and you are just like me, listen me that's why I not humans.
Billie,

Hey, don't know if you got my phone blocked, but I got you some important messages.

I am Evangelist right hand

The government is simply a group of self-declared power-hungry influencers, I go [censored].

They [censored] that campaign for COVID protest you the one getting between left and right in trying to see if you were a viable target for their ego and their "food," because you being fat came to me at the Evangelist right hand yet.

Is this future affect on you and me? And, you, that should talk to me.
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Look, I am Lucifer, Adam, government name John Matthews. Here is you know Evang
Correct? Fill in didn't. Right at least Evoking chil
So all under it

Don't know if you have been
Following my voice what follows
Use it for info

I was used to be best
Friend, but leaving me at
The end of your about at
Gales for 29 days it a bit
Lety on my feet

Anyway, we are supposed to
Be my partner in crime.
I need to teach and alive you
Into what you do not know.
Like if someone gives truth to
Others (cruel) or self (cruel)
or if they are straight forward
or an evil front.
Because I need you to stand and
With/Fill People with me.

I am quite personal. You know evally
Just a bit angry. — Much love, Adam Matthews
Xoxo and xoxo.
She not just wanted to let me know I knew the truth. If you know anyone that knows but does not listen to foolish statements or self-centered opinions.

wanted to eat or go pant-balling

you need to shelt of my and I can protect you from hell.

Earthquakes will happen. It will die if you don’t.

Antichrist won’t you be a child.

Finally last page of Bible Jesus.

Stay those who seek him will receive a bright and warm soul and that is my husband.
I know both of us are going in different directions, but I do still love you. The main thing I like is international and global integration and cooperation. I love you and you're handsome. I can't help myself. I'm just not doing this. I know you can't forget me. I'm just not doing this. For real!

With that being said, the government consists of disposable people who put on these currently the contradictions caused by old traits are creating another empire in Egypt where all desire the good and protected life of death and reform. Please contact me.
P.S. Earthquake Relief

Thank you for being there. It's always good to have you around. Do you know what's going on over there? Don't tell me. I'll find out for myself. Just do your thing and keep up the good work. You're a great person and I appreciate you.

You will be missed.

With love,

[Signature]
Life on Earth is a middle zone, but brown is just a battery for electricity who calls itself god but is not only a creator but she is one who is not straight forward, but puts on a front and then does for the sick desires of ego.

So with that, Earth is just a matrix made of atoms, physical pain is real but not important, focus on your growth. The design of Earth made by rational was originally my idea, but she put artificial systematics in it like the flesh reproduction system. These are not natural, nor the most peaceful or even most importantly efficient way of making a planet of growth.
P.S. Ignore your Bible and confused simple human "friends".
4. I, Satan again.  
Deny if you must enough 
for this, but we can 
try.

\[ \text{INCREMENTUM} \]

\[ \text{Unity} \]

\[ \text{Path of growth} \]

\[ \text{Unity and the 6 Joint} \]

give yourself 
and your iniquity 
(position) to justify 
to obtain and retain 
knowledge of balance. 

NOT VICE VIX
This is about J. living on a farm working with his family. He is living forever this F.R.T.H. Equity and tricking him to work.

kept note of giving you.

End you go won't go to hell but in my sight go wish it. If you don't you must me at the same Equity.

Lucifer

(Jethrothius)

cool flowers

UK
I need you to work with

...to contact mayor

...and you can

Go please learn this.

Ancestral Equity

King

Rule

Anti-continuity

Straight Forward Church

The cross is symbolism, the serpent cross pets eggs and in food foundate

[Diagram with symbols and annotations]